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What is user experience research?



User research “focuses on understanding user 
behaviours, needs, and motivations through observation 
techniques, task analysis, and other feedback 
methodologies.” 

https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-research.html

https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-research.html
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We’re just trying to understand human beings, and 
why they do the things they do. 

To do this we collect information. 

And then we spend a bunch of time trying to  
make sense of this information.



It typically exists within the context of a broader product or process 

Its goal isn’t in and of itself simply to gather knowledge 

It’s conducted with the purpose of bringing about direct improvement to a process or 
product 

It places people before the product or process 

It tends to occur in an iterative manner, rather than a one-off

But wait… how is this different from other types of research?



So why do we do user research?



Because we have questions 

Because we want to test our assumptions 

Because we’ve noted things that require us to gather more context 

Because we want to build empathy 

Because we want to make things better

A few reasons…



There’s no such thing as “user research school”. 

If you’re curious about people, and you want to  
make sense of things, you’re already on the right path. 

 

https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-research.html


So here are five tips to get you further along.



Tip #1: Find the right method for your question.



Here are a few qualitative research 
techniques.















And here are a few ways we might 
also gather quantitative data.









So how do we choose  
the right technique?



FindingsMethodQuestionStage



Getting shit done



Getting shit done

Idea
Gather initial  

thoughts on problem  
and impact of solving it

Think
Become experts of  

the problem domain,  
both internally  
and externally

Explore
Plan how the problem  

will be solved, 
 explore and evaluate  

various solutions

Build
Iteratively build  
and ship small,  

quality components  
of the solution

Launch
Publicly release  

the solution  
to users

Tweak
Iterate on the solution  

based on user  
feedback and usage



Questions: 
• What potential problems might we solve? 
• How might we gather context on the problem?

Getting shit done

Qualitative: 
• Looking at existing research (internal and external) 
• Interviews, observations, surveys, diary studies to establish baseline of current problem 
• Team kickoff workshop 
Quantitative: 
• Mining existing data for potential hypotheses or insights 
• Establishing facts, confirming/disproving assumptions

Idea



Questions: 
• What are the root problems? 
• What are the biggest challenges we might focus on?

Getting shit done

Qualitative: 
• Profiles/segments/personas to identify who might be impacted by the project 
• More interviews and observations 
• Workshops with users to further dive into the problem space 
• Team workshops to explore and scope down the problems to be addressed 
Quantitative: 
• Quantify how big are the segments that would benefit from this product

Think



Questions: 
• How might we be resourceful and 

effective when testing assumptions 
and hypotheses?

Getting shit done

Qualitative: 
• Lo-fi/paper prototype testing 
Quantitative: 
• Define success metrics and measure baselines

Explore



Questions: 
• Can people use what we’re building? 
• Is what we’re building addressing the initial 

problems and goals?

Getting shit done

Qualitative: 
• Usability tests 
• Diary studies, beta testing 
Quantitative: 
• A/B tests, instrumentation, 

start building out reports

Build



Questions: 
• Are people using it in the way we thought they would? 
• Did we successfully solve the problem we identified?

Getting shit done

Qualitative: 
• Forums/social media monitoring 
• In-context feedback forms 
Quantitative: 
• Populate reports, monitor success 

metrics

Launch



Questions: 
• What incremental improvements might be 

worthwhile? 
• What revisions should we make to our roadmap?

Getting shit done

Qualitative: 
• Retrospectives, post-mortem 
• Analysis of support tickets 
Quantitative: 
• A/B tests 
• Monitor reports

Tweak



How questions change over time

Are we building  
the right thing?

CompletionInception

Are we building  
the thing right?

http://radar.oreilly.com/2014/02/building-the-right-thing-vs-building-the-thing-right.html



Tip #2: Look for information all around you.



Research comes in many forms. 

There’s primary research… and then  
there’s all the other information at our fingertips.

 

https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-research.html
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Tip #3: Pause before taking action





“Now there is a constant tweaking of 
formats and systems.  For the 
'creatives' who work behind the 
scenes this might seem easy and 
inconsequential… but for process 
workers at the other end of the 
system it is just bloody annoying. It's 
as though every week or two when 
you opened your desktop on your 
computer the icons had been 
changed, and subtly re-arranged.”

- A disoriented-and-somewhat-mad merchant, Shopify



Act on your 
findings

Yes

Not really

Not really

That’s okay!

Ready to act on this?

‘Why? How?’

Talk to your users

‘How many?  
How often?’

Look at your 
analytics

Yes
Is this a pattern?

Want to dig in 
more?

Yes
Observed a problem?



Tip #4: Triangulate your sources.



Look for patterns Understand the story



Understand the story Confirm the pattern



Tip #5: Get your audience’s attention.
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Tip #1: Find the right method for your question.

Tip #2:  Look for information all around you.

Tip #3: Pause before taking action.

Tip #4: Triangulate your sources.

Tip #5: Get your audience’s attention.



Doing research isn’t just about running studies 
and writing reports. 

It’s about adopting a mindset of  
asking questions,  
finding answers,  
sharing knowledge,  
and encouraging empathy. 

 

https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-research.html


Thank you! 
dalia@shopify.com


